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a b s t r a c t
Similar to acyclic networks, over cyclic networks, there also exist four classes of optimal convolutional
network codes, which are referred to as basic convolutional network code (BCNC), convolutional dispersion (CD), convolutional broadcast (CB), and convolutional multicast (CM), respectively. And from the
perspective of linear independence among the global encoding kernels (GEKs), BCNC is with the best
strength. In this paper, we present an efﬁcient construction algorithm for BCNC over cyclic networks. Our
algorithm can positively provide the maximal required cardinality of the local encoding kernels (LEKs).
Another advantage of this algorithm is that for an existing code, when some non-source nodes and associated edges are added, our algorithm can correspondingly modify the already assigned LEKs in a localized
manner. And we can just reset the LEKs along some special ﬂow paths educed by the added nodes and
edges, rather than reconstructing the whole code in its expanding network.
© 2013 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
We call a directed network cyclic if it contains at least one
directed cycle, otherwise, we call it acyclic. Network coding [1]
over a cyclic network is essentially different from it on an acyclic
one, since there does not exist a partial order on nodes over
a cyclic network. Due to the bidirectional communications, in
practical setting, most networks are cyclic. The convolutional
network code (CNC) can be employed to deal with the propagation of a message pipeline through a cyclic network [2,3].
Corresponding to the optimal classes of linear network codes
on an acyclic network [2–4], over a cyclic network, by employing the linear independence among the global encoding kernels
(GEKs), Li et al. proposed four types of optimal CNCs at hierarchical levels of strength [5], that is basic convolutional network
code (BCNC), convolutional dispersion (CD), convolutional broadcast (CB), and convolutional multicast (CM), respectively. And the
existence of BCNC implies that the others also exist, but not vice
versa.
It is a signiﬁcative work to investigate the constructions of optimal CNCs. So far, there have lots of attentions on constructing CM.
For example, based on [6], Barbero and Ytrehus [7,8] proposed
a polynomial-time centralized CM algorithm. In [9–11], Erez and
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Feder provided an explicit CM construction algorithm with the
binary polynomials as encoding coefﬁcients. On the aspect of BCNC,
Li et al. proved that there exists a BCNC with encoding coefﬁcients
chosen from any large subset of a discrete valuation ring R [5]. And
by choosing appropriate values for indeterminates in R, they can
successfully construct a BCNC. Later, in terms of cycles classiﬁcation
deﬁned by Barbero et al., Huang et al. in [12], gave a BCNC construction algorithm. And then in [13], they extended the algorithm for
the four optimal levels CNCs. However, the cardinality of the encoding coefﬁcients is not provided in the above BCNC construction
algorithms, since their constructions involve an exhaustive search
procedure.
Inspired by the CM construction method proposed by Erez and
Feder [9–11], we present an efﬁcient construction algorithm for
BCNC over cyclic networks. Our construction can give the maximal
required cardinality of the encoding coefﬁcients, which provides a
deﬁnite domain for picking LEKs. And if we add some non-source
nodes and associated edges in an existing code, our algorithm can
modify the already assigned LEKs in an efﬁcient localized manner
in its expanding network.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notation
and basic concepts about the CNCs are reviewed, moreover, some
new rules are introduced for the convenience of our discussions.
In Section 3, we present our BCNC construction algorithm over
cyclic networks. And we provide the theoretical guarantee for code
construction implementation. Meanwhile, an example is given to
illustrate our algorithm construction. The conclusion of this paper
is included in Section 4. Appendix A provides the proof of our main
theorem.
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2. Notation and related deﬁnitions
An error-free and unit capacity communication network can
be modeled as a ﬁnite directed multigraph N = (V, E), or simply
N, where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. For the
directed channel e = (u, v) from node u to node v, denote u = tail(e)
and v = head(e). Let In(v) (Out(v)) be the set of incoming (outgoing)
channels to (from) a vertex v ∈ V . We call an ordered pair (e , e) of
channels an adjacent pair when there exists v ∈ V with e ∈ In(v) and
e ∈ Out(v). Assume a single source node, denoted by s, let ω be the
minimal individual min-cut between s and any of sink nodes. Then
In(s) can be regarded as a set consisting of ω imaginary channels.
We deﬁne the directed line graph of N = (V, E) as N(V, E), or simply N, with vertex set V = E and edge set E = {(e , e) ∈ E 2 : head(e ) =
tail(e)}. That is, each vertex of N represents an edge of N, and two
vertices of N are connected by an edge if and only if their corresponding edges are an adjacent pair in N.
In a CNC over a cyclic network, we will assign an element called
the encoding coefﬁcient or local encoding kernel (LEK) to each adjacent pair (e , e). In order to make the code implementable, as shown
in [2,3], all the LEKs are in the form of p(z)/[1 + zq(z)], where p(z),
q(z) ∈ F[z] and F[z] denotes the set of polynomials over the ﬁnite
ﬁeld F. In [2,3], functions of this form are called rational power series,
which will be denoted by Fz.
Deﬁnition 1. [14] An ω-dimensional F-valued CNC on a communication network N with the delay function (e , e) consists of a LEK

le ,e (z) ∈ z (e ,e) Fz for every adjacent pair (e , e), where variable z
represents a unit time delay and the function (e , e) maps every
adjacent pair (e , e) to a number in {0, 1, 2, · · · }. The corresponding
GEK for every channel e is an ω-dimensional column vector ge (z)
over Fz such that:



l  (z)ge (z), where e ∈ Out(v),
(i) ge (z) =
e ∈In(v) e ,e
(ii) The vectors ge (z) for the imaginary channels e ∈ In(s) consist of
scalar components that form the standard basis of the vector
space Fω .

Fig. 1. An illustration of Aik and Bki in the line graph N.

processes. We denote Aik be the subset of the path Pki which is
consisted of all nodes following the node eki ∈ Oi (not including eki ).

Let Bki be the set of LEKs of the edges with tail in Aik and head in
N \Aik . For sake of clarity, we illustrate these concepts in Fig. 1, in

which the node d denotes the last node in path Pki , the grey vertexes

are the nodes in Aik , while the white ones are the nodes outgoing

from Aik , the dashed arrows represent the edges with tails in Aik and
heads in N \Aik , and the LEKs in Bki are speciﬁed and set to zero.

Deﬁnition 3. [11] For any node e in the line graph N, without loss
of generality, assume that e  eki ∈ Oi , then the PEK ue (z) of the node
e satisﬁes the conditions (i) and (ii) in Deﬁnition 1 (with ge (z), ge (z)
replaced by ue (z), ue (z), respectively) when the LEKs in Bki are set to
zero.
Notice that the difference between GEK ge (z) and PEK ue (z) is
that for ge (z), the LEKs in Bki may not currently be zero, since they
can be determined in previous steps.
3. BCNC construction algorithm over cyclic networks

The graphical representation of LEKs and GEKs in line graph N
can be found in [15].
We denote V() = {ge : e ∈ }, where  is a set of channels (nodes)
in the original network N (the associated line graph N). A set  of
exactly ω channels (nodes), including possibly imaginary channels
(nodes), is called a basis of the original network N (the associated
line graph N), if there are ω channel (nodes) disjoint paths starting
from imaginary channels (nodes) and ending at channels (nodes)
in . And we call this set of ω channel (nodes) disjoint paths an
associated ﬂow for this basis. Note that a basis may have more than
one associated ﬂow. We say a basis  is regular if rank(span{V()})
(the rank of the linear span by all GEKs in set V()) is equal to ω.
Deﬁnition 2. [5] An ω-dimensional F-valued CNC on network N
is said to qualify as a basic convolutional network code (BCNC) if
every basis of the network N is regular.
In our construction, we will employ partial encoding kernels (PEKs)
to maintain the regularity of every basis. Before giving the deﬁnition
of PEK, we need the following notation.
Denote the ith basis in N by  i , and its determined associated
ﬂow by Pi . And correspondingly, we label the  i and Pi in the line
graph N. As aforementioned, each associated ﬂow Pi is consisted of
i },
ω node-disjoint paths in N, we denote it by Pi = {P1i , · · ·, Pki , · · ·, Pω
where Pki is the k-th path of Pi , k ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, ω}. And each path
is originated from an imaginary node. Denote a set of ω-nodes
i } for associated ﬂow P , where each node ei
Oi = {e1i , · · ·, eki , · · ·, eω
i
k

belongs to a different path Pki in Pi . Initially, the set Oi is consisted
of ω imaginary nodes, and it will be updated following subsequent

This section will present our BCNC construction algorithm. Similar to [11] and [16], our algorithm also assumes that the code
designer has full knowledge of the network. We know that the
propagation delay is an inseparable issue for a CNC over a cyclic
network. Thus, before starting our key algorithm, we should introduce suitable delays over the cyclic network in order to make
the code causal and implementable. To achieve this goal, we can
make use of a precoding algorithm stated in [17], such that we
can choose a set of edges denoted by EN and if we remove them
from the network N, there will be no directed cycles. The nodes
corresponding to EN in the associated line graph N are denoted
by EN . We will assign a delay factor z on every edge (node) in EN
(EN ).
For convenience, in our algorithm, we take the LEKs from a set
of binary polynomials. And it is a subset of Fz. Theorem 1 in Sec-

tion 3.2 can ensure that choosing LEKs in F
[z], the set of binary
polynomials with the minimal degree 0 and the maximal degree
ω
log(Cn+ω
), is sufﬁcient to maintain the regularities of all bases,
where n is the total number of edges (excluding the ω imaginary
channels) in N.
3.1. BCNC construction algorithm
Assume that precoding procedure has been done before our
construction. The BCNC construction algorithm is shown in the following Algorithm 1 (the subroutine Pick a new LEK is provided in
Algorithm 2).

